LEISURE AND RECREATION: MODULE 1
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY FOR PERFORMANCE
Q.

What strategies can I adopt to help teach this module?

It is a very good idea to involve the students as much as possible in choosing the two or more
activities from the extensive list on Page 5 of the Leisure and Recreation syllabus. Working
with the students is the key to successful outcomes.
Q.

Must I complete all of the learning outcomes?

It is possible to complete all of the learning outcomes within the timeframe. The degree to which
these outcomes are achieved depends on the level of skill the students already have acquired,
their interest level, the facilities and equipment at your disposal and your own commitment.
Q.

How much detail is required for each learning outcome?

This depends on your students, you and they may be more interested in some of the outcomes
outlined and may wish to spend more time and reach a higher level at these than some of the
other outcomes. Take, for example, learning outcomes 1 and 2 in Unit 1. Some of your students
may be highly skilled and others may just be capable of demonstrating the skill. For the former
they could concentrate on those outcomes while the latter group may find outcomes 1 and 2 in
Unit 3 suit them better, so they could concentrate on officiating.

Q.

What standard is expected?

There is no actual set standard. To the best of the student’s ability is what is expected and this of
course will vary from student to student. Each student must attend and participate in the course
and complete the four key assignments.

2.
I have kept a record of the skills I have learned during this module.
The hard back copy again is very useful for this key assignment. Shortly after the skill has been
taught and learned the students should record the skill. It is a good idea if the teacher keeps the
copies and hands them out when required and collects them after a session.

Q.

When does the module have to be completed by?

If you are completing the course in one year then two modules must be completed by May of that
year. It is possible to start and complete one module by February and the 2nd module from
February to May. Alternatively you may choose to do the two modules throughout the year and
complete them both in May. Another alternative is that you may intend doing the Leisure and
Recreation Course over a two year period. In that case you could complete one module in Year
One of LCA and the 2nd module in Year Two.

USEFUL IDEAS:
To incorporate Literacy Skills into this module you could use the following:
● Crosswords, wordsearches and quizzes. These make it more fun and more interesting when
learning rules and new vocabulary.
● Students could keep records and notes in a hard back copy.
● You could build up a library of books related to the activities chosen.

